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Dominic 
Bennett
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How I do my drawings

First I choose the picture I want to draw.

Then I draw a grid on the 
picture, and another on a 
plain piece of paper.
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I copy the picture in pencil, making 
some changes. 
 
When I am happy with it, I go over 
it in marker pen and rub out the 
pencil drawing.

Then I upload it onto 
my iPad and colour it in 
using ProCreate.
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Why I make weasels

I have loved Wind in the Willows for a very 
long time.  I love the books, the films and 
the musicals.  

My favourite characters are the weasels, 
especially the Chief Weasel.  I always love 
the bad guys.

When I started doing ceramics at Venture 
Arts, I decided I wanted to make weasels.  
Soon my weasel army started to grow.  

The army has been exhibited at The 
People’s History Museum and most 
recently at the Manchester Open 
Exhibition at HOME in 2020.

During the lockdown I carried on making 
weasels at home.  I even appeared on 
BBC North West to talk about them.
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Expanding the army

I wanted to teach other people to make weasels and I ran some 
workshops to do this.

I couldn’t do face to face workshops during lockdown, so I worked with 
Venture Arts to create Weasel Making Kits. Manchester City Council 
commissioned us to send these to families in Manchester so they could 
make their own clay weasels. 

I made an instruction video so they knew how to do it.

Lots of people made weasels, some to keep at home and some to join my 
army.   They had lots of fun making them.
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“It’s here! The weasel box. The kids are beyond 
excited and so am I hahahahah!”

“Never in a million years would have I believed you if 
you said me and the kid would be doing this. Great 
fun. Thanks Venture Arts.”
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Bronze weasel

I was interviewed by BBC North West about my weasels.

Stephen from Bronzecast saw the interview and contacted me to offer to 
cast one of my weasels in bronze.

I went to his studio in Ormskirk several times to see different parts of the 
process, including signing the wax model and watching the molten metal 
being poured into the mould.

It was very exciting and I love my bronze weasel.
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Your Nightmares are Coming to Life Exhibition

I did lots of work at home during the lockdown, and I decided I 
wanted to make an exhibition online so that people could see 
my art.

It is about my obsession with John Cena (a wrestler). I have 
made his nightmares come to life. The exhibition involved my 
favourite characters, especially Audrey 2 (from Little Shop 
of Horrors), Weasels (from Wind in the Willows), Nebula (from 
Guardians of the Galaxy) and Venom (Spiderman’s enemy).

The exhibition included drawings, spooky things, my film 
reviews, my music, ceramics and a scary video at the end.

If you want to watch my Exhibition Walkthrough, it is on the 
Venture Arts website.

This is the poster I made to publicise the exhibition.
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Sam Metz
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Venture Arts were really helpful in thinking of 
ways that we could work collaboratively by 
sharing work remotely.  One of the collaborative 
exchanges was a sketchbook. 

In it I shared an aspect of my work which helped 
me mentally during lockdown, repetitive mark 
making. 

Repetitive mark making links to stimming and 
self-soothing activity. 

During lockdown this kind of drawing that 
evidences movement, particularly the kind of 
movement that is denigrated and censored by 
the outside world (rocking, tapping – motor tics), 
seemed vital and invigorating.

A sketchbook and a postcard

Drawing as stimming in shared sketchbook
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Working digitally I created a sound postcard 
from Hull which allowed me to share some of the 
spaces and places near my home. 

I became particularly interested in filming factory 
sites near my house, I became obsessed with 

the resonant sound of the machines during 
lockdown which were brought into stark relief 
when the rest of the world seemed so quiet.

I was pleased to be able to share this experience 
with the other artists.

Still From Hull Industrial Estate ‘Sound Postcard’
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Choreographic objects are created 
through movement and often reference 
the movement of an unpredictable 
disabled body and motor tics.

The objects developed for Exchange 
62 were taken from CAD drawings that 
I shared with Dom and ceramics and 
performance artist Caroline Tattersall. 

I am really interested by the democratic 
nature of open source platforms – the 
objects were shared via 3D warehouse 
(an extension of Sketchup) and used in 
Zoom ceramic classes by Caroline. 

Caroline worked with us both to think 
about how these can be made with 
ceramics by hand, where previously 
I would have either 3D printed the 
objects or laser cut them.  Venture Arts 
even sent me clay in the post which 
was really exciting.

Choreographic objects

Above and right: 
CAD images of Sam’s designs 
for ‘Choreographic Objects’
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The objects we made were in collaboration with artist 
Caroline Tattersall. She worked with myself and Dom over 
Zoom. 

It was interesting to see how the objects translated to 
a handmade technique,  I have never worked with clay 
before by hand and have previously only had objects 
printed in porcelain. 

They are much more human and show the marks of the 
maker which interests me. It interests me how the hand of 
the maker relates to the body of someone who might use 
them in performance. 

Unfortunately, we didn’t get to exchange them and use 
them in performance but the process of making them has 
made me think and I would like to incorporate it into my 
socially engaged practice.

Right: objects made by Dom
On the next page: Sam’s objects printed in porcelain
 
Photo credit: Dana Church, ‘Choreographic Objects’, 
NTU Enabling Innovation fund
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Drawing as Stimming

Artlink supported me to make work connected 
to my Drawing as Stimming Practice, including a 
film that explains the process. 

Stimming is movement that can be reassuring 
and is body-based, as a neurodivergent artist, 
my own stimming can involve shaking hands and 
helps me to regulate my mood. 

Some of my work has been about legitimising 
stimming as a valid form of communication. 

I am interested here in visual empathy: the ability 
to read the physicality of the body through 
artwork. I use my drawings as a score for 
performance, but they are interesting in and of 
themselves.

‘Drawing as Stimming’ 
created in the studio at Attenborough Arts Centre
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I have created a weasel for Dom’s weasel army. Caroline Tattersall (Venture 
Arts) delivered Zoom sessions so that I learnt how to make a weasel out of 
clay, I can honestly say it is something I never thought I would do – but I am 
really grateful for this way of working and to share an experience like that 
during such an unusual time. I am interested in Dom’s practice and it was 
great to be able to learn about it through making.

I have also worked with Pyramid in their Curation Circle to develop a call 
out for art work for a virtual exhibition. This was particularly important 
to me as I have been working on neurodivergent led curation research 
across lockdown. I am particularly interested in creating interpretation 
for exhibitions that doesn’t privilege spoken or written language and 
instead celebrates alternative communication - embodiment and sensorial 
engagement.

I wanted to create a call out that could be a stimulus for artwork for as 
broad a range of people as possible, the idea of responding to colour and 
sound really excites me and is something I am passionate about as I have 
periods of being non-verbal.

It has been quite a journey, I am hugely excited to see how the work 
progresses and how the collaborations change my practice – from 
performance to drawing. I am really pleased that Venture Arts and Pyramid 
have supported the project through Covid.

Collaboration
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Stephen
Harvey
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stuck
bored
no pub
no Pyramid
no pool
no more seeing Dominique & Robin
everyone I miss
getting out
down my end
my people
now just carers
I miss church
seeing people in the community 
I miss the card shop which is where I work
the customers who come in 

it’s the people
the places
the events
the exhibitions

what have I enjoyed?
erm
that’s hard
buying my beer in
watching the telly
baking cakes
fish & chips for tea
mum’s food 
traditional Sunday roasts 
macaroni cheese from scratch
pork chops, lamb chops
no mint sauce for me
sea bass & salmon
a change from pizza for tea

My Boring Life
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It’s always a number
never a name

whenever I speak to these care companies

Every Monday we go to the centre
my support & me

It comes in an envelope 
gets split up for the week

£3 a day
If I want anything else I have to ask

If I want to buy a t-shirt from Primark?
A DVD from HMV?

A coffee from Costa?

Do you know what I mean?
It feels like dictation to me

A Stapled Letter
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I miss church
but not the wine
Red
with a flake
in a chalice

I don’t miss communion
The body of Christ

I miss the people
the congregation 
the folk who sit in the pews

I miss the film club once a month
Toy story
Paddington bear
All the good ones

The coffee morning
Everyone brings something
Cakes
arts and crafts
bacon butties

tombola

win a bottle
give it to my mum

shame it’s not beer

Church Service
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Flannel in a Sandwich Bag

the dining room table
sitting diagonal
side ways on
move the mats
move the plates
no facing each other
2 metres apart

how odd

driving me up the wall

toothbrush in the bedroom

flannel in a sandwich bag

make sure you wash your hands
stop breathing germs
wipe everything down

so much jif
face masks
gloves
just trying to eat my tea
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Incy Wincy Bathhouse

Not sure how this will go down
especially on facebook 
but anyway

There I am 
in the shower
with my towel on the bath side
resting on the wooden cabinets

Step out
picked up my towel
the green one
and what was underneath?

A spider
running down my body

I didn’t feel it
but I saw it
screamed
then stamped on the *******
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Hot Mulled Wine

This year Christmas is going to be different
there’s no more fireworks at Big Ben

no more German Market in Leeds

our church service will be online
the pantomime too

no film club
Nativity 1, 2 & 3

watching it at home instead
festive Martin Freeman & David Tennant

I will enjoy being around my family
staying in my so called bubble

doing what Scrooge tells us
straight from the Houses of Parliment

we might drive each other bonkers
my mum, dad & me

but you see
I wouldn’t want to be anywhere else for Christmas
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WHAT WE DID AND WHAT WE THOUGHT
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Exchange 62 – What We Did & What We Thought – A Co-written Reflection.

Black – original text from Pyramid. 
Blue – additions and edits from Venture Arts. 

Green – additions and edits from Artlink. 
Red – final amends from Pyramid.

Three organisations came together with the 
Co-Creating Change Network to create the 
Exchange 62 project: Pyramid (Leeds), Venture 
Arts (Manchester) and Artlink (Hull). Each of 
our organisations looked at what support and 
opportunities are available for disabled artists in 
the North of England.

We wanted to create a project, led by disabled 
artists, with open ended outcomes to explore, 
unpick and promote change around the barriers 
disabled people face in the arts. 

We hoped that disabled artists could work 
together to make change happen.

We wanted to use collaborative methods, 
bringing together different people and 
partners with diverse experiences, skills and 
knowledge, who face the common issues of the 
inaccessibility of the cultural sector to many 
disabled people. We wanted to do something 
about some of the opportunities that are missing 
for artists with disabilities.

The first collaboration was between 
organisations; we looked across the Pennines 
and towards the coast, along the length of the 

M62, and found that the three organisations all 
feel the same way about wanting to break down 
barriers to cultural experience and collaborative 
making for disabled artists.

We visited each other in Manchester, Hull and 
Leeds, liked the experience, and thought it would 
be good for some of our artists to do the same.

‘Residencies’, where artists visit cultural 
institutions, spend time there, work with other 
artists, respond to them and create work with 
them, seemed like one of the really major 
opportunities missing for artists we all work with. 
So we thought a residency exchange would be 
a great way for our artists to visit each other, for 
our organisations to learn about each other and 
to make work that might help other artists in the 
future to feel more included.  

Battersea Arts Centre / Co-creating Change 
agreed, and kindly gave us money to make it 
happen.

Three amazing artists (Sam Metz, Stephen 
Harvey and Dom Bennett) were selected by 
a panel of well-known disabled artists (Tony 
Heaton, Gill Crawshaw and Jason Wilsher-Mills) 
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in November 2019.

The image of the three artists on the back cover 
of this book (left to right; Stephen Harvey, Dom 
Bennett and Sam Metz) was taken on what was 
to be our first planning meeting, at the Tetley in 
February 2020.  As of May 2021, this is still the 
only time that the three artists have met face to 
face.

Then, of course, lockdowns happened and 
suddenly we weren’t able to do what we wanted 
to do. Plans had to change very quickly.

Over 12 months, we zoomed, we emailed, we 
called and we got to know each other in this 
new, distant, remote world. We shared photos of 
the walks we could take in our suddenly limited 
environs. We discussed the logistics of posting 
ceramic weasels and sending work between 
each other to respond to.

We wondered about how to do a residency, when 
you can’t visit a place.

The whole team for a while, at least, felt thwarted, 
frustrated and very limited by the restrictions 
that the pandemic put on us.

We persevered though and we talked about 
sharing our art, ideas, sounds, pictures, 
postcards, letters and even weasels. One way or 
another we found out about each other’s work 
and began to find ways to share work, and to 

make work together. In some cases, the artists 
began to work with the other organisations and 
new, longer lasting partnerships and working 
relationships were formed.

So, this publication is what we made together – a 
story of a series of residencies that never quite 
(yet) happened, and a document of how we all 
felt about working with each other in spite of the 
challenges that we as individuals, organisations, 
and a society in general, faced over this period.

We hope that by reading it you will share some 
of our experience; getting to know artists 
through the written word, through pictures and 
photographs or through poetic descriptions of 
daily life in lockdown.

We really hope that you find it interesting and that 
you keep an eye out for the work and projects 
that the Exchange 62 artists and organisations 
are going to make together in future. We’re really 
looking forward to making those trips along the 
M62 for real, at last.

Artlink Hull Venture Arts Pyramid
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CALL & RESPONSE
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Stephen’s brief: an autobiographical poem

Over lockdown I started writing and illustrating poems. 
 
My poems are very personal to me. They are about my day to 
day life, how I feel and what I care about. Sometimes they are 
funny and sometimes they are serious. I like talking about a 
mixture of things.

I would like you to write and illustrate your own poem. It can be 
about anything you want and you can do as many as you like.

I like to share my finished poems on Facebook and Instagram 
for other people to see.

Maybe you could do that too?

I put my writing and drawings together using a free app called 
Canva.

I look forward to seeing your finished pieces!
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Dom’s poem
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Sam’s poem
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I create a line that interests me I learn the rhythm of its shape, like a signature – or a motif, like 
the line is a unique dance move. 

I repeat the lines, rotating the paper I create a new line, a signature, a motif that I can layer on 
top, changing the thickness of the pen.

I am interested in the patterns on the paper and how they tell a story of the rhythms of the 
line.

[[Consider the sounds that you make->practice your lines]] 

To start with I would recommend learning a line that you can do over and over, the curves or 
change of the direction of the line is up to you.

Learn the sound the lines make on the paper. 

Learn how it feels in your arm to make the line. 

Then build up the lines to make a good pattern, rotating the paper as you go. 

[[Repetition and rhythm->new repeats]]

Experiment with different pen widths. 

Notice the spaces between your lines. 

Layer up your rhythms. 

Good luck!

Sam’s brief: drawing as stimming
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A still from Sam’s short film, ‘Drawing to Sound’ 

Watch online at: https://87gallery.co.uk/sam-metz
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Sam: Sharing the work ‘Drawing as Stimming’ 
(page 26), we worked digitally and I created some 
film instructions for Dom that demonstrated my 
approach to drawing as stimming. 

I also created a twine series of instructions so 
that they unfolded more like a narrative, it was 

nice to think of the pedagogic function of web-
based tools as a resource. 

I was really excited by the marks that Dom made 
in response. He worked with Procreate to make 
an animation responding to a beat.

Twine story for ‘Drawing as Stimming’
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Dom’s mark-making
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Retracing My Steps

(Stephen’s mark-making)
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Dom’s brief: weasels on tour

I have been making clay weasels for a long time 
now. 

Weasels are my favourite characters from Wind in 
the Willows.

I want to invite you to join Weasel Nation. This is 
what you have to do.

1 
Make at least one Clay Weasel using the kit 
that has been sent to you. You can watch my 
videos to see how to do it.

2
Wrap the weasel up carefully in plastic and 
post it back to me at Venture Arts to go in 
the kiln.

3
I will take a photograph of your weasel.
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4 
Take some pictures of your city, especially if you 
have famous or interesting buildings, and send 
at least three of them to me.

5
I will then use Photoshop to edit your weasels 
into the photographs, and my Army will keep 
growing.
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Weasels in Leeds
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Weasels in Leeds
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Weasels in Hull



Weasels in Hull
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